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Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) are particularly vulnerable on account of their intrinsic
characteristics of open medium, dynamic topology, absence of central authorities, distributed
cooperation and constrained capability. These vulnerabilities create significant challenges for
routing protocols operating in the entire network. Anonymous routing is a value-added technique
used in MANET for the purposes of security and privacy concerns. It has inspired a lot of research
interest, that struggle for complete anonymity, but very few measures exist to efficiently and reliably
preserve communication with simplified anonymity. The feature aims at the applied purpose of
MANET. This paper proposes a trust-aware and lightweight anonymous routing protocol in which
only trustworthy intermediate nodes can participate in activities of data forwarding. The key
features of our scheme include the accomplishment of anonymity-related goals, trust-aware
anonymous routing, effective pseudonym management and lightweight overhead in computation,
communication and storage.
ACM Classification: C2.2 (Computer-communication networks): Network protocols—Routing
protocols, E.3 (Data Encryption)
Keywords and Phrases: Anonymity, on-demand routing, pseudonymity, privacy, security

1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid proliferation of wireless lightweight devices has ushered in a new age of making wireless
work. An increasing number of users now demand mobile, ubiquitous access whether they are at
work, at home or on the move. Particularly, some applications of mobile networks, such as
battlefield, mars explorations, disaster recovery, etc., could not support the dependence on any fixed
infrastructure (Djenouri et al, 2005; Blaze et al, 2005). A mobile ad hoc network (MANET, for
short) is a temporary infrastructureless network, consisting of a collection of wireless mobile nodes
that are capable of communicating with each other on the fly, without the use of any centralized
administration. In such a network, each mobile node operates not only as a host but also a router,
forwarding packets for other mobile nodes in the network that may be outside wireless transmission
range. Generally, the wireless MANET is particularly vulnerable on account of its intrinsic
characteristics of open medium, dynamic topology, absence of central authorities, distributed
cooperation and constrained capability (Deng et al, 2002). These vulnerabilities create significant
challenges for routing protocols operating in the entire network.
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Routing security is a paramount concern in MANET and solutions to the routing security have
been addressed. In which, anonymous routing is used for the purpose of security and privacy
concerns. Anonymity protection in MANET is one of the countermeasures against the mounting
intrusions and attacks, such as traffic analysis, spoofing, and denial of service attacks. As discussed
in Sy et al (2006), Yang et al (2006) and Zhu et al (2004), the following set of anonymity properties
investigated into the requirements for MANET are incorporated and extended:
•

•
•

Identity privacy: No one but the communicating parties can know themselves (the identities of
the source and the destination); and further, a node forwarding packets cannot be identified by
its neighbours. The former is also named as source anonymity and the latter is called sender and
recipient anonymity.
Route anonymity: Anyone, either en route or out of the route, cannot infer the identities of
intermediaries on a path.
Topology privacy: No one can deduce the arrangement or mapping of the elements (links, nodes,
distance, etc.) of a network, from routing information in the packets.

The fulfillment of the foregoing properties can be meant as strong anonymity. In some applied
scenarios of MANET, simplified anonymity is enough to satisfy privacy concerns. Consider a
discussion scenario in which interaction among meeting attendees or students during a lecture
would be required for some kinds of confidential reasons. For example, a motion will be resolved
whether the draft proposal is passed or not. During communications and/or decision making, there
is a worst-case situation shown in Figure 1, that is, the comments of a participator may be thwarted
by dissentient surroundings. Obviously, the MANET topology can be known by the participants
and/or outside observers and thus lightweight anonymity, rather than complete anonymity, is
considered. Due to this enablement of MANET applications, this paper will revise security and
privacy requirements above. First, location privacy, where no one can deduce the exact location of
and the relationship with the communicating parties from routing information in the packets, is
instead of topology privacy. Second, no one but the communicating parties can obtain the real
identities of intermediaries.
In academic literature, there is often the use of an onion routing approach to achieve anonymity
goals. ANODR (ANonymous On Demand Routing) proposed by Kong and Hong (2003) is one of
the leading proposals to tackle route anonymity and location privacy. The design of ANODR is

Figure 1: A threat scenario in MANET
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based on broadcast with trapdoor information. Zhu et al (2004) indicated that their work has more
or less weakness and/or security flaws with the result that they cannot provide the features and
security as claimed. Due to the betterment of privacy and anonymity protection, a solution on
anonymity, especially identity anonymity and strong location privacy, is given in Zhu et al’s work.
More recent studies have focus on efficient anonymous routing schemes in MANET. AnonDSR
(Song et al, 2005), ARM (Seys and Preneel, 2006) and Discount-ANODR (Yang et al, 2006) are
examples. Previous research efforts yielded elegant but typically inefficient solutions to the purpose
of lightweight anonymity for reliability. That is, each mobile node can conduct an anonymous
communication with each other in concert with trustworthy intermediaries. In this paper, we
propose a reliable and efficient anonymous routing protocol for MANET, in which the
communicating parties can select the most reliable route based on a trust relationship among nodes
and then feedback the connection experience to maintain the relationship. The security works are
essentially different approaches to achieve the same purpose. Besides, an efficient routing protocol
that has both strong security and high network performance is considered.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation used in this
paper, and Section 3 presents the proposed scheme in detail. Section 4 gives a security analysis of our
new protocol thoroughly. Section 5 then concludes the paper with a summary of our achievements.
2. NOTATION
For completeness and readability, the model and all cryptographic symbols for operations are
summarized below.
• S, D, Nx: three different roles involved in MANET where S is the source node which originated
the route request, D is the destination node for which a route is desired, and Nx is the
intermediate nodes between S and D for relaying data packets.
• IDx: The real identity of node x.
• Fx: The flag is used to indicate the type of a packet, including of FRREQ (Route Request
message), FRREP (Route Reply message), and FDATA.
• Seq: Messages may be sequence numbered to detect replays; and further, the sequence number
can uniquely identify the particular message when taken in conjunction with the preceding
node’s one-time pseudonym.
• ri,qi: Random numbers generated by node i are used for the generation of one-time pseudonym.
• KSD(⋅): A symmetric encryption function with the shared secret key KSD between the source
node S and the destination node D.
•
: A one-time public-private key pair is used for the purpose of onion routing.
•
•
•

: An asymmetric encryption function using the public key
hx = H(⋅): A collision resistant one-way hash function H(⋅) and its result hx is computed by node x.
hKx = HKx (⋅): Keyed hash function using the secret key Kx. The hash value hKx corresponds to a
message authentication code for message authentication.

3. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
Privacy enforcement technique in MANET includes encryption and anonymity. The possession of
cryptographic keys serves as proof of trustworthiness. Our scheme makes use of two types of keys,
including a secret key and a one-time key pair. Therefore, a proper key-management service of the
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Figure 2: The one-time identifiers used in the route table

shared secret between the communicating parties is required. There are a large variety of related
work such as key pre-distribution schemes for MANET (Ramkumar, 2006; Ramkumar and Memon,
2005) and so on (Mo et al, 2007; Wang and Cho, 2006). Due to this, a thorough discussion about
key management beyond the scope of this paper and the treatment of trust enhanced anonymous
routing is considered in this paper. A common assumption we make here is that there is a shared
secret key KSD existing in between node S and node D. Node S, for example, needs to maintain a
list of pairs (IDi,Ksi) for correspondent nodes. In addition, the permanent (real) identity of every
node in the network is known by communicating nodes.
The Trust-aware anonymous routing protocol consists of the following parts: the anonymous
route discovery and the data transmission.
3.1 Trust-aware Anonymous Route Discovery Protocol
The anonymous route discovery process is initiated whenever source node S needs to communicate
with destination node D in secret. In which, the reverse path formation is along with broadcasting
a route request (RREQ) packet from S to neighbours, as well as the forward path setup will accompany the transmission of the eventual route reply (RREP) packet from D to neighbours. Specifically,
every node is in possession of three identities for one link, including the real identity and two
pseudonyms used in the reverse path and in the forward path respectively. Figure 2 shows identity
data and two pointers in connection with the pseudonym of next node in the above two paths.
A. RREQ Phase
The RREQ contains the following fields:

In which, hKSD is the masked identity of the designated receiver made by using keyed hashing with
the secret key KSD shared between S and D. The Blacklist(IDi) is to provide a list of untrustworthy nodes
that D can use to filter out undesirable routes along with RREQ messages. The onion Onion(IDi,ri)
produced by one-time public key
will present the chain
of real
identities of nodes on the reverse path. The last item hi is the pseudonym of node itself used in reverse
path.
Step 1.
The source node S generates the masked identity of destination node D by computing the hash
value hKSD = HKSD (IDD) of D’s real identity with the key KSD. Then, S randomly selects one-time
174
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key pair
for the establishment of a protected path onion
. Random number rs
is created for the purpose of pseudonym and also works as a message ID for the validation of the
reply message RREP later. Accordingly, rs must be unique until the termination of its corresponding
RREQ. Due to anonymity, S produces its pseudonym hs = H(IDs,rs), as shown on field 2 of the node
in Figure 3. The field 4 of node S is assigned “null” value because of the initiating node. Afterwards,
S computes the ciphertext
that is intended for D, maintains the
associated data in the route table, and broadcasts the RREQ packet to its own neighbours.
Step 2.

Upon receiving the packet, node Nx firstly checks whether it is the concerned node. It calculates
hKix = HKix (IDx) for each correspondent node i in the list of pairs (IDi,Kix). Here, we assume that Nx
is one of intermediate nodes. When the verification doesn’t hold, it uses the pair (seq,hKSD) as a key
to search its route table. If a match is found, Nx drops the redundant RREQ and does not rebroadcast it. Otherwise, its real identity IDx and a number rx randomly generated are appended to the
cryptographic onion
by using
. Nx computes its pseudonym hx = H (hs,IDx,rx)
and replaces hs with hx as a forwarder. These two values hx and hs are placed in the field 2 and 4 of
node Nx in Figure 3, respectively. Lastly, Nx keeps the routing information in the table and
rebroadcasts the RREQ. The variation of the RREQ packet among intermediate nodes is depicted in
the step 2.
Step 3. D receives the RREQ packet.
The check of the destination is similar to the beginning of step 2. Suppose that node D can find
hKID = HKID (IDD)= hKSD from the list of pairs (IDi,KiD) and use the key KSD to decrypt the ciphertext
. Then, a protected path {IDs, IDx, IDx+1,…, IDx+n}is restored by
peeling the onion off gradually with
. Node D uses the chain of real identities IDi and random
number ri for all nodes en route to verify the authenticity of the pseudonym hs and hx+n by
computing H(IDs,rs) and H(…(H(H(H(IDs,rs),IDx,rx),IDx+1,rx+1)…),IDx+n,rx+n), and rejects the
packet if the verifications are failed. This is used to ensure that the anonymous link on the reverse
path corresponds to the real link received. After that, D maintains the route table, i.e., the field 2 and
4 in Figure 3 is filled with “null” and hx+n. It is clear that there may be more than one path received,
if D has already received a RREQ with the same pair (seq,hKSD). After the reasonable waiting time

Figure 3: An illustration of pseudonyms used in the reverse path
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is ended, D will sift reliable routes from all of identity chains based on Blacklist(IDi), select the
most trustable path or the shortest path from them and make ready for the RREP.
B. RREP Phase
The RREP contains the following fields:
Where hx+n indicates the pseudonym of the desired recipient and hD is on behalf of the
pseudonym of the responding node. The value chain(ri) = {rs,rx,rx+1,…,rx+n,rD} is the set of random
number ri generated by all involved nodes, that is, chain(IDi) = {IDs,IDx,IDx+1,…,IDx+n,IDD}.
Step 1.
Due to privacy concerns, the destination node D randomly generates a number q and produces its
pseudonym hD = H(IDD,rD), as shown on the field 3 of node D in Figure 4, used in the forward path
for the RREP. The path information and other items (chain(ri),seq) are encrypted by the shared key
KSD. D, then, unicasts the RREP to its specific neighbour hx+n, that is, the next node of D in the
reverse path.
Step 2.

The receiving node Nx+n firstly compares hx+n with its identity for each pseudonym in the field
2 of route table, as shown in Figure 4, and discards the packet if no match is found. Otherwise, if
the field 4 is not filled with “null” in the matched entry, node Nx+n retrieves the random number rx+n
used in the RREQ from the route table and generates a new pseudonym

by computing

in order to keep anonymity on the forward path (field 3). The next node of Nx+n
in the forward path is hD that is assigned to the field 5. Afterwards, Nx+n node replaces hD with
and unicasts the RREP back to hx+n–1 taken from the field 4. The treatment of the RREP among
intermediate nodes is listed above.
Step 3. S receives the packet.
Assume that node S has the same pseudonym hs appeared in the field 2 of route table and the “null”
value appeared in the field 4 for the matched entry. That is, the RREP travels back to the source. S
retrieves the shared secret key KSD to obtain the list of real identities on the path. In order to assure
the validity of the forward path, S compares the received item
with the new one from the
computation of H(H(…(H(H(IDD,rD),IDx+n,rx+n),…),IDx+1,rx+1),IDx,rx), and aborts if the verification doesn’t hold. Otherwise, the pseudonym
is filled in the field 5 for the relevant entry of
route table. Because of the end of the forward path, the value of the field 3 is assigned with “null”.
To this end, an anonymous bi-direction link is built and trusted by the communicating parties S
and D. The forward path appears in the linkage of field 3 and field 5, as filled with “grid” in Figure
4, for all nodes en route; and further, the reverse path appears in the linkage of field 2 and field 4,
as filled with “grey”.
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Figure 4: An illustration of pseudonyms used in the bi-direction link

3.2 Trust-aware Anonymous Data Transmission Protocol
After an anonymous routing path is established, the DATA transmission protocol will be launched.
The format of the DATA is as follows.
It is clear that the purpose and process of most fields in the DATA are similar to the RREQ and
the RREP. In particular, the treatment of the last field Anon.IDNexthop is the key to fulfill data
forwarding. Algorithm 1 deals with the rules of the determination of the field Anon.IDNexthop and the
final destination.
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The forwarding procedure of the DATA is shown below. Note that the distinction of data
forwarding in the bi-direction link is marked “a” for the forward path and “b” for the reverse path.
Confidentiality of the content can be achieved by the communicating parties on their own, that is,
a shared secret KSD.

Step 3a. D receives the packet.
3b. S receives the packet.
4. DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we firstly give an anonymous analysis with regards to how accomplishment of
privacy concerns is achieved in the proposed scheme. Then, some features related to practicability
and effectiveness are discussed.
A. Anonymous Analysis
Three kinds of anonymity-related concerns including identity privacy, location privacy, and route
privacy are examined here. The real identities of the source and destination are kept secret by the
hash operation, that is, hs = H(IDs,rs) and hD = H(IDD,rD). Similarly, the intermediaries en route
generate the one-time pseudonyms by using the same way to conceal their identities from all nodes,
except the communicating parties. This is for the purpose of trust-aware routing
_ explained in the
next feature. Every intermediary is in possession of two pseudonyms hi and h i on the bi-direction
link. Therefore, a node receiving, sending, or forwarding packets cannot be identified by its
neighbours or inferred the identities of other nodes, either en route or out of the route. No routing
information about the exact location, the distance and the true routing path of the source and the
destination appears in or deduced from the packets, including RREQ, RREP and DATA.
Consequently, the proposed scheme is the accomplishment of anonymity goals.
B. Trust-aware Anonymous Routing
An anonymous routing based on a collaborative effort of trust management systems is considered.
In the proposed scheme, the destination can know the identities chain(IDi) = {IDs,IDx,IDx+1,…,
178
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IDx+n,IDD} of the intermediaries en route for all RREQ packets received. The destination can select
the most reliable route from them according to trust relationships including the Blacklist(IDi), and
the source may also abort the route if any untrusted (malicious) node is involved. After
communications, the source and the destination can feedback the connection experience to trust
management systems.
C. Pseudonym Management
A common solution to anonymity for MANET is the one-time identifier. In academic literature,
most of them generate the one-time identifier by computing the shared secret key. The secret
pseudonym causes a burden on identifier management and computation. In our scheme, a method
of lowering the computational overhead and identifier management is made up from the _real
identity, random number and the hash chain, that is, hi = H(..(H(IDs,rs)..),IDi,ri) and h i =
H(..(H(IDD,rD)..),IDi,ri). Obviously, the two one-time pseudonyms are generated as receiving the
RREQ and the RREP, rather than pre-establishment. It is effective to achieve unlinkability and
practicable to work in MANET with constrained capability.
D. Lightweight Overhead
Resource management in MANET is a matter of concern. A better tradeoff between security and
performance is a focus in our current work. Onion routing is a technique widely used for
anonymous communication over a network. This prevents these intermediary nodes from knowing
the sender, recipient, and contents of the message. Compared to previous research efforts, an onion
is created along with the transfer of the RREQ and only a one-time key pair generated by the RREQ
origin is required during the route discovery process. Therefore, less burden on computation arises.
In addition, the detection of the final destination is the key effect on performance. In academic
literature, most works use a symmetric key cryptographic trapdoor that only the destination can
open with a shared secret key. Instead, a keyed-Hash Message Authentication Code hKSD = HKSD
(IDD) is used in the RREQ in order to check whether the destination is reached. HAMC should
execute in approximately the same time as the embedded hash function. Its time complexity of
matching computations is acceptable in MANET. Therefore, the burden of decryption operations
has only been put on the communicating parties S and D rather than on nodes en route. The
treatment is reasonable because they are willing to take on heavy loading. Besides, terminating
condition is required for reducing communication overhead. The pair (seq,hKSD) uniquely identifies
a RREQ, and the combinations of field (#3,#5) and field (#2,#4) in the route table can determine
the end of the RREP and the DATA. In summary, our approach achieves good privacy as well as
very limited overhead in computation, communication, and storage.
5. CONCLUSION
Within the wireless networks anonymous routing toward security and privacy concerns is very
promising. This is a supplement to current MANET systems, which are much more vulnerable to
malicious exploits than conventional wired and the fixed backbone wireless networks. Improving the
efficiency and reliability of the route discovery process in on-demand anonymous routing protocols
is important to variant enablement of MANET applications. In this paper, we have shown efficient
solutions to trust-aware anonymity for the route discovery and hence for subsequent data forwarding
using the route. That is, the source and the destination can shut malicious nodes out of alternative
routes and may feedback the communicating experience for the maintenance of trust relationships of
the community. Considering many of the early studies remove important performance optimizations,
the proposed scheme can provide a better tradeoff between security and performance.
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